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UK snap elections - what it means for our UK large cap 

hedged equity call 

 Yesterday British Prime Minister Theresa May surprised markets by calling a snap general 

election scheduled for June 8 

 Pound sterling strengthened sharply on the back of expectations that Mrs May will be able 

to strengthen her position, thereby side lining hard-line Brexiters inside her own party 

 A stronger pound is negative for UK large cap corporate earnings, and therefore also for 

our overweight call on UK large caps (currency hedged) 

 However, we believe it is too early to call a permanent inflection point in the currency 

Investors’ first reaction suggests “Soft Brexit” now likely 

Yesterday British Prime Minister Theresa May announced snap general elections to be held on June 8. The 
decision comes just 3 weeks after the Prime Minister began the formal Brexit process. Mrs May painted 
the decision to hold elections as a necessary one to give her the required backing to steer the UK through 
the Brexit process.  

The initial market reaction saw a drop in the value of the pound followed by a sharp strengthening to 
1.2850 vs. the US dollar. The reaction in the currency suggests that the initial expectation is that this news 
makes a “soft Brexit” more likely, meaning a more amicable outcome between the UK and the EU (which 
is GBP positive). The reason for this belief is that Mrs May is expected to win the election and increase the 
majority her conservative party holds (see chart below from the FT). By strengthening the party Mrs May 
will be able to dilute the influence of so-called “Brexit hardliners” within her own party who have been 
pushing her towards a “hard Brexit”. The reaction in UK government bonds (gilts) was more muted, which 
is to be expected given bond yields are to a large extent influenced by Bank of England’s quantitative easing 
program. Yields are therefore suppressed and much of the volatility spills over to the currency.  

For our GBP-hedged overweight call on UK large caps GBP strength is damaging. The call is based on the 
assumption that the endgame of the Brexit saga is going to be a “hard Brexit”. A hard Brexit would lead to 
sustained GBP weakness which in turn would boost earnings for the UK-listed companies, given that these 
derive (in aggregate) around 70% of their revenues from outside of the UK. Thus the key question we need 
to address following yesterday’s announcement is whether a “softer” Brexit is now more likely (which 
would mean a stronger pound and more lackluster UK corporate earnings). Whilst we believe that the 
probability of a softer Brexit has indeed risen, we still think that a “hard Brexit” is still the most likely 
final outcome. Thus we will need to monitor the developments closely. Before yesterday’s 
announcement the call was +9.7% in total return terms since inception, today it has fallen to +7%. 

  

Source: ADCB, Thomson Reuters, FT, PA 
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From a purely political standpoint, Mrs May and her Conservative party are very likely to win the election. The opposition Labour 

party are in a state of disarray which has few historical precedents while the smaller Liberal Democratic Party is hardly in a position 

to pose a meaningful threat to the ruling party. It follows that Mrs. May’s position will be much stronger as of June 8: she will have 

been elected directly by the people, thus she is less likely to face internal rebellion and therefore has a very good chance to remain 

prime minister at least until June 2022 (when the subsequent elections would be normally scheduled). Will a stronger domestic hold 

on power also translate in a stronger bargaining position with the EU? We doubt it, since the EU’s incentives to eventually 

accommodate to British requests are going to be entirely dictated by EU-internal pressure groups, not by the British PM 

(independently of whether she is more powerful at home).  

The next question then to ask is whether a more powerful Mrs. May is going to be more or less inclined to strike a deal with the EU, 

and thus steer the country towards a “softer Brexit”? We would argue that the probability of a “softer Brexit” would definitely rise if 

Mrs. May gets re-elected as we expect. She was after all a (not so enthusiastic) remainer during the Brexit campaign who found 

herself forced to embrace a hardline Brexit cause by powerful members inside her own party. However, whilst the probability of a 

“softer Brexit” might have risen (thus also explaining the strengthening of the pound sterling), it seems to us premature to conclude 

that it has become the most likely outcome (i.e. a probability in excess of 50%). Indeed, we believe that a “hard Brexit” is still more 

likely than a “soft Brexit”. This is so because the EU still holds stronger cards at the negotiation table and nothing that happened 

yesterday has changed the EU’s bargaining position or inclination to accommodate Mrs. May (in that regard it will be far more 

important to see how the French and German elections play out). Thus, based on the strength of the EU’s bargaining position, the 

only way for Mrs. May to avoid a hard Brexit would be to give in on the issue of freedom of movement of people. We don’t think 

that even the more powerful Mrs. May would be ready to do that. 

Certainly for our hedged UK large cap overweight call the sharp move in GBP has hurt. But we maintain that it is too early to draw a 

firm conclusion on the direction of the currency beyond the initial snap reaction. It is also worth noting that initial reactions to 

recent political events have been the wrong ones. Think of the large sell-off in equities on the day Mr Trump was elected only for 

equities to embark on a 5-month winning streak. 
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Sources 

All information in this report has been obtained from the following sources except where indicated otherwise: 

1. Bloomberg 

2. Wall Street Journal 

3. RTTNews 

4. Reuters 

5. Gulfbase 

6. Zawya 

 

Disclaimer 
This publication is intended for general information purposes only. It should not be construed as an offer, recommendation 

or solicitation to purchase or dispose of any securities or to enter in any transaction or adopt any hedging, trading or 

investment strategy. Neither this publication nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or 

commitment whatsoever.  Distribution of this publication does not oblige Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank PJSC (“ADCB”) to 

enter into any transaction.   

The content of this publication should not be considered legal, regulatory, credit, tax or accounting advice.  Anyone 

proposing to rely on or use the information contained in the publication should independently verify and check the accuracy, 

completeness, reliability and suitability of the information and should obtain independent and specific advice from 

appropriate professionals or experts regarding information contained in this publication. 

Information contained herein is based on various sources, including but not limited to public information, annual reports and 

statistical data that ADCB considers accurate and reliable.  However, ADCB makes no representation or warranty as to the 

accuracy or completeness of any statement made in or in connection with this publication and accepts no responsibility 

whatsoever for any loss or damage caused by any act or omission taken as a result of the information contained in this 

publication.  This publication is intended for qualified customers of ADCB. 

Charts, graphs and related data or information provided in this publication are intended to serve for illustrative purposes 

only.  The information contained in this publication is prepared as of a particular date and time and will not reflect subsequent 

changes in the market or changes in any other factors relevant to their determination. All statements as to future matters 

are not guaranteed to be accurate. ADCB expressly disclaims any obligation to update or revise any forward looking 

statements to reflect new information, events or circumstances after the date of this publication or to reflect the occurrence 

of unanticipated events. 

ADCB does and may at any time solicit or provide commercial banking, investment banking, credit, advisory or other 

services to the companies covered in its publications.  As a result, recipients of this publication should be aware that any or 

all of the foregoing services may at time give rise to a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this publication. 

Past performance does not guarantee future results.  Investment products are not bank deposits and are not guaranteed 

by ADCB.  They are subject to investment risks, including possible loss of principal amount invested.  Please refer to ADCB’s 

Terms and Conditions for Investment Services. 

This publication is being furnished to you solely for your information and neither it nor any part of it may be used, 

forwarded, disclosed, distributed or delivered to anyone else. You may not copy, reproduce, display, modify or create 

derivative works from any data or information contained in this publication. 
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